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ABSTRACT
Background: Radiologic evaluation of traumatic thoracolumbar fractures is used to
classify the injury and determine the optimal treatment plan. Currently, there remains a
lack of consensus regarding appropriate radiologic protocol. Most clinicians use a
combination of plain radiographs, three-dimensional computed tomography (CT) with
reconstructions, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Objective: The purpose of this evidence-based guidelines review was to determine: (1)
whether the use of MRI to identify ligamentous integrity predicted the need for surgical
intervention; and (2) if there are any radiologic findings that can assist in predicting
clinical outcomes.
Methods: A systematic review of the literature was performed using the National Library
of Medicine/PubMed database and the Cochrane Library for studies relevant to
thoracolumbar trauma. Clinical studies specifically addressing the radiologic evaluation
of thoracolumbar spine trauma were selected for review.
Results: Two of 2278 studies met inclusion criteria for review. One retrospective review
(level III) and one prospective cohort (level III) provided evidence that the addition of an
MRI scan in acute thoracic and thoracolumbar trauma can predict the need for surgical
intervention. There was insufficient evidence that MRI can help predict clinical outcomes
in patients with acute traumatic thoracic and thoracolumbar spine injuries.
Conclusion: This evidence-based guideline provides a grade B recommendation that
radiologic findings in patients with acute thoracic or thoracolumbar spine trauma can
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predict the need for surgical intervention. This evidence-based guideline provides a grade
insufficient recommendation that there is insufficient evidence to determine if
radiographic findings can assist in predicting clinical outcomes in patients with acute
thoracic and thoracolumbar spine injuries.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Question 1
Are there radiographic findings in patients with traumatic thoracolumbar fractures that
can predict the need for surgical intervention?
Recommendation 1
Because magnetic resonance imaging has been shown to influence the management of up
to 25% of patients with thoracolumbar fractures, providers may use magnetic resonance
imaging to assess posterior ligamentous complex integrity, when determining the need
for surgery.
Strength of Recommendation: Grade B

Question 2
Are there radiographic findings in patients with traumatic thoracolumbar fractures that
can assist in predicting clinical outcomes?
Recommendation 2
Due to a paucity of published studies, there is insufficient evidence that radiographic
findings can be used as predictors of clinical outcomes in thoracolumbar fractures.
Strength of Recommendation: Grade Insufficient
5

INTRODUCTION
Goals and Rationale
This clinical guideline was created to improve patient care by outlining the appropriate
information-gathering and decision-making processes involved in the evaluation and
treatment of patients with thoracolumbar spine trauma. Spinal surgical care is provided in
many different settings by many different providers. This guideline was created as an
educational tool to guide qualified physicians through a series of diagnostic and treatment
decisions to improve the quality and efficiency of care.

Fractures of the thoracic and lumbar region constitute a spectrum of injuries ranging from
simple nondisplaced fractures to complex fracture dislocations.1 Anatomically and
functionally, the thoracic spine is rigid with coronal-oriented facet joints and thin
intervertebral discs, while the lumbar spine is relatively flexible, with sagittal-oriented
facet joints and thicker discs. The thoracolumbar junction, being uniquely positioned
between the rigid thoracic spine and the flexible lumbar spine, is subject to significant
biomechanical stress. Fractures of this region are the most common injuries of the
vertebral column.2

Fractures of the thoracolumbar spine are often unstable, resulting in significant disability,
deformity, and neurologic deficit. Standard classification systems have been devised to
help with communication and guide treatment. These classification systems are based on
injury mechanism, fracture morphology, injury to the posterior ligamentous complex
(PLC), and neurologic deficit. While plain radiographs are often obtained, a computed
6

tomography (CT) scan is generally required to provide information on the extent of bony
injury and a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan is required to assess the spinal cord
and soft tissue structures.

Standard radiographic evaluation most often includes anteroposterior (AP) and lateral xrays. These images are used to evaluate spinal alignment, rotatory or translational
instability, loss of vertebral body height, and widening of interpedicular or interspinous
distance.3-5 A CT scan is used to characterize the fracture and assess the degree of spinal
canal compromise. Studies have found that up to 25% of burst fractures are incorrectly
diagnosed as compression fractures when plain x-rays alone are used.6 MRI is used to
obtain information on spinal cord or nerve root injury and the presence of spinal cord
edema or epidural hematoma.7 MRI also provides information on injuries to the discs and
PLC, and a sagittal screening MRI identifies the presence of noncontiguous spine injuries
that can be seen in nearly 25% of cases.8,9

Despite extensive studies on thoracic and thoracolumbar fractures, several areas of
controversy still exist. One of these areas is the impact of radiological findings on
treatment decision and patient outcome. The purpose of this evidence-based guideline is
to provide information on whether there are radiological findings that can predict the
need for surgical intervention or assist in predicting patient outcomes.

7

METHODS
The guidelines task force initiated a systematic review of the literature relevant to the
diagnosis and treatment of patients with thoracolumbar trauma. Through objective
evaluation of the evidence and transparency in the process of making recommendations,
this evidence-based clinical practice guideline was developed for the diagnosis and
treatment of adult patients with thoracolumbar injuries. These guidelines are developed
for educational purposes to assist practitioners in their clinical decision-making
processes. Additional information about the methods used in this systematic review is
provided in the introduction and methodology chapter.

Literature Search
The task force members identified search terms/parameters, and a medical librarian
implemented the literature search, consistent with the literature search protocol (see
Appendix I), searching the National Library of Medicine PubMed database and the
Cochrane Library (which included the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, the
Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effect, the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials, the Health Technology Assessment Database, and the National Health Service
Economic Evaluation Database) for the period from January 1, 1946, to March 31, 2015,
using the search strategies provided in Appendix I.

RESULTS
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The literature search yielded 2278 abstracts. Task force members reviewed all abstracts
yielded from the literature search and identified the literature for full text review and
extraction, addressing the clinical questions, in accordance with the Literature Search
Protocol (Appendix I). Task force members identified the best research evidence
available to answer the targeted clinical questions. When level I, II, or III literature was
available to answer specific questions, the task force did not review level IV studies.

The task force selected 126 articles for full-text review. Of these, 124 were rejected for
not meeting inclusion criteria or for being off topic. Three were selected for inclusion in
this systematic review (Appendix II).

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
Articles were retrieved and included only if they met specific inclusion/exclusion criteria.
These criteria were also applied to articles provided by guideline task force members who
supplemented the electronic database searches with articles from their own files. To
reduce bias, these criteria were specified before conducting the literature searches.

Articles that did not meet the following criteria, for the purposes of this evidence-based
clinical practice guideline, were excluded. To be included as evidence in the guideline, an
article had to be a report of a study that:
•

Investigated patients with thoracolumbar injuries;

•

Included patients ≥18 years of age;

•

Enrolled ≥80% of thoracolumbar injuries (studies with mixed patient populations
9

were included if they reported results separately for each group/patient
population);
•

Was a full article report of a clinical study;

•

Was not an internal medical records review, meeting abstract, historical article,
editorial, letter, or commentary;

•

Appeared in a peer-reviewed publication or a registry report;

•

Enrolled ≥10 patients per arm per intervention (20 total) for each outcome;

•

Included only human subjects;

•

Was published in or after 1946;

•

Quantitatively presented results;

•

Was not an in vitro study;

•

Was not a biomechanical study;

•

Was not performed on cadavers;

•

Was published in English;

•

Was not a systematic review, meta-analysis, or guideline developed by others *.

•

Was a case series (therapeutic study) where higher level evidence exists.

Rating Quality of Evidence
The guideline task force used a modified version of the North American Spine Society’s
(NASS) evidence-based guideline development methodology. The NASS methodology

*The guideline task force did not include systematic reviews, guidelines, or meta-analyses conducted by others. These documents are
developed using different inclusion criteria than those specified in this guideline; therefore, they may include studies that do not meet
the inclusion criteria specific in this guideline. In cases where these types of documents’ abstract suggested relevance to the
guideline’s recommendations, the task force searched their bibliographies for additional studies.
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uses standardized levels of evidence (Appendix III) and grades of recommendation
(Appendix IV) to assist practitioners in easily understanding the strength of the evidence
and recommendations within the guidelines. The levels of evidence range from level I
(high-quality randomized controlled trial) to level IV (case series). Grades of
recommendation indicate the strength of the recommendations made in the guideline
based on the quality of the literature. Levels of evidence have specific criteria and are
assigned to studies before developing recommendations. Recommendations are then
graded based upon the level of evidence. To better understand how levels of evidence
inform the grades of recommendation and the standard nomenclature used within the
recommendations, see Appendix IV.

Guideline recommendations were written using a standard language that indicates the
strength of the recommendation. “A” recommendations indicate a test or intervention is
“recommended”; “B” recommendations “suggest” a test or intervention; “C”
recommendations indicate a test or intervention or “is an option.” “Insufficient evidence”
statements clearly indicate that “there is insufficient evidence to make a recommendation
for or against” a test or intervention. Task force consensus statements clearly state that
“in the absence of reliable evidence, it is the task force’s opinion that” a test or
intervention may be considered. Both the levels of evidence assigned to each study and
the grades of each recommendation were arrived at by consensus of the workgroup
employing up to three rounds of voting when necessary.
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In evaluating studies as to levels of evidence for this guideline, the study design was
interpreted as establishing only a potential level of evidence. As an example, a
therapeutic study designed as a randomized controlled trial would be considered a
potential level I study. The study would then be further analyzed as to how well the study
design was implemented and significant shortcomings in the execution of the study
would be used to downgrade the levels of evidence for the study’s conclusions (see
Appendix V for additional information and criteria).

Revision Plans
In accordance with the Institute of Medicine’s standards for developing clinical practice
guidelines and criteria specified by the National Guideline Clearinghouse, the task force
will monitor related publications following the release of this document and will revise
the entire document and/or specific sections “if new evidence shows that a recommended
intervention causes previously unknown substantial harm; that a new intervention is
significantly superior to a previously recommended intervention from an efficacy or
harms perspective; or that a recommendation can be applied to new populations.”10 In
addition, the task force will confirm within five years from the date of publication that the
content reflects current clinical practice and the available technologies for the evaluation
and treatment for patients with thoracolumbar trauma.

DISCUSSION
Question 1
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Are there radiographic findings in patients with traumatic thoracolumbar fractures that
can predict the need for surgical intervention?
Recommendation 1
Because magnetic resonance imaging has been shown to influence the management of up
to 25% of patients with thoracolumbar fractures, providers may use magnetic resonance
imaging to assess posterior ligamentous complex integrity, when determining the need
for surgery.
Strength of Recommendation: Grade B

Winklhofer et al11 evaluated the influence of additional MRI compared to CT alone for
the classification of traumatic spinal injuries using the AO system and the Thoracolumbar
Injury Classification and Severity (TLICS) scale. The authors retrospectively reviewed
the images of 100 consecutive patients with at least one fracture on CT with regard to AO
and TLICS classification systems in 2 steps. The first step was to analyze the initial CT
scan, and the second step was to analyze the CT scan and MRI together 6 weeks later.
Statistical analysis was performed to identify changes in the number of fractures and
ligamentous lesions detected and their corresponding classification.

In this study, 162 fractures were identified on the initial CT scan. Review of CT scan and
MRI together revealed a total of 196 fractures. The AO classification changed in 31%,
and the TLICS classification changed in 33% of patients after MRI review. Based on the
evaluation of the CT and MRI together, the TLICS value changed from values <5
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(indication for conservative therapy) to values ≥5 (indication for surgical therapy) in 24%
of patients.

Because of its heterogeneous patient population, this retrospective study was downgraded
from level II evidence to level III evidence that the addition of an MRI in patients with
thoracolumbar fractures can provide findings that can help predict the need for surgical
intervention.

Pizones et al12 conducted a prospective study to analyze the usefulness of MRI in fracture
diagnosis and its influence on treatment decision making. Acute traumatic thoracolumbar
fractures in 33 patients were initially classified using X-ray and CT scan following the
AO classification. A selective MRI was then performed and the fractures were classified
according to the TLICS system and reclassified following the AO system. The authors
analyzed diagnostic changes, occult fractures, and differences in treatment decision
making before and after the MRI.

Forty-one fractures were initially diagnosed using plain x-rays and CT scans. Following
the MRI, 50 fractures and 9 vertebral contusions were diagnosed. The authors reported
that the addition of an MRI modified the diagnosis in 40% of patients, the classification
of fracture pattern in 24% of fractures, and the therapeutic management in 16% of
patients.
This study by Pizones et al12 was graded level III evidence due to its small sample size
and lack of consecutive patients. This study, like the Winklhofer et al study,11 provides
14

level III evidence that the findings on an MRI can help predict the need for surgical
intervention.

Question 2
Are there radiographic findings in patients with traumatic thoracolumbar fractures that
can assist in predicting clinical outcomes?
Recommendation 2
Due to a paucity of published studies, there is insufficient evidence that radiographic
findings can be used as predictors of clinical outcomes in thoracolumbar fractures.
Strength of Recommendation: Grade Insufficient

Future Research
Several gaps exist in the literature regarding the ability of radiologic studies to predict the
need for surgery and clinical outcomes in patients with acute traumatic thoracolumbar
spine injuries. Currently, there is only level III evidence based on a limited number of
studies that MRI can help to predict the need for surgery and the severity of spinal cord
injury. There is a need for studies that provide a higher level of evidence for each of these
questions.

Furthermore, it remains difficult for clinicians using MRI to visualize with certainty a
complete versus incomplete rupture of the PLC. In addition, current imaging technology
is unable to assist in identifying those PLC ruptures that are self-healing versus those that
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will require surgery to prevent collapse. Future radiologic studies that focus on the
characteristics of PLC injuries will be valuable to fill the knowledge gap.

Currently, there is insufficient evidence that radiologic findings can be used to predict
clinical outcomes. Additional research is needed to test the capacity of MRI scans and
other imaging modalities to predict long-term outcome.

Conclusions
Two studies provide level III evidence that MRI scans in patients with acute thoracic and
thoracolumbar spine trauma can impact classification of injury and the decision to
proceed with surgical intervention. Winklhofer et al11 found that the addition of an MRI
resulted in improved fracture identification and change in AO classification and well as
increase in TLICS score. Similarly, Pizones et al12 reported that an MRI scan resulted in a
change in diagnosis, classification, and therapeutic management.

With respect to radiologic findings assisting in the prediction of clinical outcomes, there
is insufficient evidence that MRI is useful.

The existing evidence suggests that MRI of patients with thoracolumbar spinal trauma
improves the detection of fractures and soft tissue compared with CT alone and changes
the overall trauma classification. MRI is a useful tool in the evaluation of acute
thoracolumbar fractures as it allows for better visualization of the posterior ligamentous
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complex integrity and of the levels involved, offering additional information compared to
traditional diagnostic tools.
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The choice to implement any particular recommendation contained in these guidelines
must be made by a managing physician in light of the situation in each particular patient
and on the basis of existing resources.
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Appendix I. Literature Searches
Search Strategies
PubMed
1. Lumbar vertebrae [MeSH] OR Thoracic vertebrae [MeSH]
2. Spinal Injuries [MeSH] OR Spinal Cord Injuries [MeSH]
3. #1 AND #2
4. Thoracolumbar [TIAB] OR thoraco-lumbar [TIAB] OR thoraco lumbar [TIAB]
OR burst [Title]
5. Injur* [TIAB] OR trauma* [TIAB] OR fractur* [TIAB] OR dislocation* [TIAB]
6. #4 AND #5
7. Lumbar vertebrae/injuries [MeSH] OR Thoracic vertebrae/injuries [MeSH]
8. #3 OR #6 OR #7
9. Diagnostic Imaging [MeSH] OR radiography [SH]
10. “MRI” OR “magnetic resonance imaging” OR “CT scan” OR “CT” OR
“computed tomography” OR x-ray* OR Imag* OR radiograph* [TIAB]
11. #9 OR #10
12. #8 AND #11
13. (animal [MeSH] NOT human [MeSH]) OR cadaver [MeSH] OR cadaver* [Titl]
OR comment [PT] OR letter [PT] OR editorial [PT] OR addresses [PT] OR news
[PT] OR “newspaper article” [PT] OR case reports [PT]
14. #12 NOT #13
15. osteoporosis [MH] OR osteoporotic fractures [MH] OR osteoporo* [TITLE] OR
spinal neoplasms [MH] OR tumor* [TITLE] OR tumour* [TITLE] OR malignan*
21

[TITLE]
16. #14 NOT #15
17. #16 AND English [Lang]

Cochrane Library
1. Lumbar vertebrae: MeSH descriptor, explode all trees
2. Thoracic vertebrae: MeSH descriptor, explode all trees
3. #1 OR #2
4. Spinal Injuries: MeSH descriptor
5. Spinal Cord Injuries: MeSH descriptor
6. #4 OR #5
7. #3 AND #6
8. (Thoracolumbar OR thoraco-lumbar OR thoraco lumbar OR burst) NEAR/4
(Injur* OR trauma* OR fractur* OR dislocation*):ti,ab,kw
9. Lumbar vertebrae/injuries: MeSH descriptor, explode all trees
10. Thoracic vertebrae/injuries: MeSH descriptor, explode all trees
11. #9 OR #10
12. #7 OR #8 OR #11
13. mh osteoporosis or mh osteoporotic fractures or mh spinal neoplasms
14. osteoporo* or tumor* or malignan*:ti
15. #13 OR #14
16. #12 NOT #15
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Appendix II. Article Inclusions and Exclusions
Overall search results = 2278 references

Excluded (from introduction given in
title or abstract) = 2152 references

Pulled for analysis = 126
references

Excluded = 124 references

Included = 2 references
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Appendix III. Rating Evidence Quality
Levels of Evidence for Primary Research Questiona
Types of studies
Therapeutic
studies –
Investigating the
results of
treatment

Level • High-quality
I
randomized trial
with statistically
significant
difference or no
statistically
significant
difference but
narrow
confidenceintervals
• Systematic
reviewb of level
I RCTs (and
study results
were
homogenousc)

Prognostic studies
– Investigating
the effect of a
patient
characteristic on
the outcome of
disease

Diagnostic
studies –
Investigating a
diagnostic test

Economic and
decision analyses –
Developing an
economic or
decision model

• High-quality

• Testing of

• Sensible costs and

prospective
studyd (all
patients were
enrolled at the
same point in
their disease with
≥80%
follow-up of
enrolled
patients)
• Systematic
reviewb of
level I studies

previously
developed
diagnostic
criteria on
consecutive
patients (with
universally
applied
reference
“gold”
standard)
• Systematic
reviewb of level
I studies

alternatives; values
obtained from
many studies; with
multiway
sensitivity
analyses
• Systematic
reviewb of level I
studies
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Level • Lesser quality RCT
II
(e.g., ≤80% followup, no blinding, or
improper
randomization)
• Prospectived
comparative
studye
• Systematic reviewb
of level II studies or
level I studies with
inconsistent results

• Retrospectivef

Level • Case control studyg
III
• Retrospectivef
comparative
studye
• Systematic
reviewb of level
III studies

• Case control studyg • Study of non

Level Case seriesh
IV

Case series

study
• Untreated

controls
from an
RCT
• Lesser quality
prospective study
(e.g., patients
enrolled at
different points in
their disease or
≤80% follow-up)
• Systematic
reviewb of
level II studies

• Development of

• Sensible costs and

diagnostic
criteria on
consecutive
patients (with
universally
applied
reference
“gold”
standard)
• Systematic
reviewb of level
II studies

alternatives;
values obtained
from limited
studies; with
multiway
sensitivity
analyses
• Systematic
reviewb of level II
studies

consecutive
patients;
without
consistently
applied
reference
“gold” standard
• Systematic
reviewb of level
III studies

• Analyses based on

limited alternatives
and costs; and poor
estimates
• Systematic
reviewb of level III
studies

• Case-control study • Analyses with no
• Poor
sensitivity

reference
standard

analyses

RCT, Randomized controlled trial.
a
A complete assessment of quality of individual studies requires critical appraisal of all aspects of the
study design.
b
A combination of results from ≥2 previous studies.
c
Studies provided consistent results.
d
Study was started before the first patient enrolled.
e
Patients treated one way (e.g., instrumented arthrodesis) compared with a group of patients treated in
another way (e.g., unsintrumented arthrodesis) at the same institution.
f
The study was started after the first patient enrolled.
g
Patients identified for the study based on their outcome, called “cases” (e.g., pseudoarthrosis) are
compared to those who did not have outcome, called “controls” (e.g., successful fusion).
h
Patients treated one way with no comparison group of patients treated in another way.
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Appendix IV. Linking Levels of Evidence to Grades of Recommendation
Grade of
recommendation
A
B

Standard language

Levels of evidence

Recommended
Suggested

C

Is an option

Two or more consistent level I studies
One level I study with Two or more
additional supporting consistent level II or
level II or III studies
III studies
One level I, II, or III
Two or more
study with supporting consistent level IV
level IV studies
studies
A single level I, II,
>1 study with
III, or IV study
inconsistent findingsa
without other
supporting evidence

Insufficient
Insufficient evidence
(insufficient or
to make
conflicting evidence) recommendation for
or against
a

Note that in the presence of multiple consistent studies, and a single outlying,
inconsistent study, the Grade of Recommendation will be based on the level of the
consistent studies.
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Appendix V. Criteria Grading the Evidence
The task force used the criteria provided below to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the
studies included in this guideline. Studies containing deficiencies were downgraded one level (no
further downgrading allowed, unless so severe that study had to be excluded). Studies with no
deficiencies based on study design and contained clinical information that dramatically altered
current medical perceptions of topic were upgraded.
1. Baseline study design (i.e. therapeutic, diagnostic, prognostic) determined to assign initial
level of evidence.
2. Therapeutic studies reviewed for following deficiencies:
•

Failure to provide a power calculation for an RCT;

•

High degree of variance or heterogeneity in patient populations with respect to
presenting diagnosis/demographics or treatments applied;

•

Less than 80% of patient follow-up;

•

Failure to utilize validated outcomes instrument;

•

No statistical analysis of results;

•

Cross over rate between treatment groups of greater than 20%;

•

Inadequate reporting of baseline demographic data;

•

Small patient cohorts (relative to observed effects);

•

Failure to describe method of randomization;

•

Failure to provide flowchart following patients through course of study (RCT);

•

Failure to account for patients lost to follow-up;

•

Lack of independent post-treatment assessment (e.g., clinical, fusion status,
etc.);

•

Utilization of inferior control group:
•

Historical controls;
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•

Simultaneous application of intervention and control within same
patient.

•

Failure to standardize surgical/intervention technique;

•

Inadequate radiographic technique to determine fusion status (e.g. – static
radiographs for instrumented fusion).

•

If an RCT fails criteria specific to RCT (such as method randomization reported
or improper, no power, greater that 20% crossover, if there is or is not post
treatment assessment, inappropriate statistics, no baseline data, small cohorts,
etc.), then it will be initially assigned to level II. Only if it further fails
additional evaluation, can it be downgraded further to a level III.

3.

4.

Methodology of diagnostic studies reviewed for following deficiencies:
•

Failure to determine specificity and sensitivity;

•

Failure to determine inter- and intra-observer reliability;

•

Failure to provide correlation coefficient in the form of kappa values.

Methodology of prognostic studies reviewed for following deficiencies:
•

High degree of variance or heterogeneity in patient populations with respect to
presenting diagnosis/demographics or treatments applied;

•

Failure to appropriately define and assess independent and dependent variables
(e.g., failure to use validated outcome measures when available).
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Appendix VI. Evidence Tables
Author, Year

Level of
Evidence

Pizones et
al,12 2011

III

Winklhofer et
al,11 2013

III

Task Force Conclusions Relative to Question and Rationale for Evidence
Grading
This paper provides evidence that multidimensional analysis of magnetic
resonance imaging predicts early impairment in thoracic and thoracolumbar
spinal cord injury
This paper provides evidence that magnetic resonance imaging frequently
changes classification of acute traumatic thoracolumbar spine injuries
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